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A colunin that reflects the collective view of The Tiger newspaper

WHEN WE SAY "NO MORE, WE MEAN IT
II

How many women do
you know on campus?
How many women do
you pass on Library Bridge,
do you sic in classes with, do
you text, do you see every day
at Clemson?
The statistics are clear: one
in five of chose women will be
sexually assaulced before their
time at Clemson University
is over. Take chat number,
file it away.
How many men do
you know?
One in sixteen of chem
will be sexually assaulted
before they finish college.
Take that number, file
it away.
How many people do you
see in a lifetime? How many of
chose people have ever been in
a relationship?
One in three women and
one in four me~ will experience
violence by an intimate partner
in their lifetime.
Take chat number, file
it away.
Twenty-four
people,
every minute, are victims of
domestic violence. Eighty
percent of sexual assaulc
victims know their abuser.
Fifty percent of LGBTQ+
women will experience sexual
violence in their lifetime.
There is a one in 12 chance a
black cransgender woman will
be murdered.
Take all these numbers,
hold chem in your hands.
There is no way around
the truth: we live in the belly of
rape culcure, where sexual and
intimate partner violence has
existed behind a curtain, just
below the surface for far too
long. fu we struggle to break
the silence on the issue, it is
imperative that we participate

and learn during awareness
months, campus events and
social media·campaigns. Bue it
cannot stop there.
o ore,"
When we say "NM
we mean that we muse work
to create a culcure where no
amount of sexual or partner
violence is acceptable. Where
no rape is explained away,
where no rapist is not held
accountable, where no victim
is blamed for their assaulc.
When we say "No More,"
we mean chat chis movement
does not end with a button
or PSA, but must become a
central part of our lives. We're
saying that it's our job as
human beings to' step in and co
stop entertaining the excuses
and victim blaming. We're
saying chat in order co change
anything about these numbers,
the ones currencly spilling over
the cop of chis page, the ones
you've filed away, the ones
you're struggling co hold in
your hands, we have co put
action behind our words.
And when we say "No
More," we mean that there
is no excuse for condoning
sexual assault.
There is no apologizing.
There is no explaining it away.
There is no shifting t~ topic.
There is never an excuse for
sexual assaulc, and providing
people a pass or trying
co justify their actions is
implicitly
condoning
rhe
assault they perpetrated. It
communicates co victims that
their lives and their agency are
worthless, it says to assaulcers
that their actions are okay,
and it perpetuates a system of
rape culture char damns one in
five college women and one in
sixteen college men to assault.
If we are co change anything

You can learn more about how you can help at Nomore.org

about these statistics, we
can no l,;mger pretend that
justifying sexual assaulcers
and · justifytng sexual -assault
are not one in the sarrie. We
can no longer allow casual
justifications of sexual assault
to exist within our language, or
our own hearts.
The truth is chis: no one
ever deserves co be sexually
assaulced. No one was asking
for it. No one wanted it. No
one. Noc someone wearing a
short skirt, not someone who
was drunk, not someone who
winked at you, not someone
who you know, not someone

who you've never seen before.
No one. And when we say "No
More," when we gather for
chis month of awareness and
share buttons and ribbons and
go co candid and educational
events, when we watch PS&
or use a hashcag, we mean
No More. Ever.
Otherwise, the numbers
you've collected, filed away,
or held in your hands are just
numbers.
So cake a stand, refuse
to back down, refuse co lee
any person become a statistic
and mean it when you say
"No More."

Students and staff seek to preserve
Clemson Underground

CloWfts it1 figerf

•
Pont·come out to play
Katie McCarthy
Copy Editor
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The Clemson Universiry
Police
Department says
chat it received reports of
multiple clown sightings on
campus lase week. Officers
investigated these reports
. but found no evidence of
crimes being committed,
saying
that
responding
officers found no one dressed
in clown costumes and no
videos or pictures of anyone
dressed as a clown.

people in Greenville, South
Carolina cold police chat
clowns were trying co lure
children into nearby woods.
Sin.ce then, similar reports
have surfaced across the
country, though few of the
incidents have resulced in
arrests or evidence chat the
clowns actually exist. Police
believe chat most of the
sightings are llkely hoaxes,
with the reports either being
outright false or stemming
from pranksters dressed in
clown costumes.

The reports are the most
recent in a string of clown
sightings chat began in
August,
when
several

Reports of clown sightings
at college campuses have
occurred
at dozens of
institutions. Students . have

I
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reported seeing clowns at the
Universities of Connecticut,
Iowa,
Oregon,
Florida,
Missouri
at
Columbia
and Texas at Austin. Most
recencly, a clown sighting
at Penn Scace resulced in a
massive clown hunt across
Scace College,
PA
the
campus, with more than
6,000 people participating.
However, the clown sightings
are nothing new. In the
1980s, clown sightings were
reported across the United
States. It is believed that the
sightings were nothing

CONTINUES
onpageA2
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Tessa Schwarze
News Editor

The Edgar B. Allen Union
has seen better days.
After the opening of
Core Campus in September
2016, the 1970s styled
student union has locked
the doors co Starbucks
and
Harcombe
dining
hall. The brick-lain patio
reveals gaps where bricks
have gone missing. The
courtyard is m1ssmg its
previous
overwhelming
student population. Only
a few visitors pause at
the old Starbucks cables
co
accomplish
some
homework outside.
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According co Facility center since her years as an
Manager of Underground undergraduate student, as a
Recreation Center Megan graduate student and even
Cato,
the
underground now over a five-year-span.
recreation center, located
"I
majored
in
within the courtyard, defies community recreation; and
this
"post-Core
open" from there I had a boss chat
atmosphere. She said chat believed in me and cold me
center is still a student hie.
co come co grad school. And
"On
rhe
campus,
here I am now, two years
underground
recreation later. It's really just become
is the only resource for
a pare of who I am and what
students who don't wane to my Cle.mson experience
do incramurals, or dedicate was," said Cato. "I know it's
themselves to clubs or go the ·s ame for a lot of ocher
co Fike," said Cato. "It's a people too."
different avenue for students Clemson construction and
to gee out and find new ' planning
is
initializing
opportunities, meet new a plan to tear down the
people and cry new things."
underground
recreation
Cato said she has
been working with ' the CONTINUES
underground
recreation onpageA2
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CLOWNS
from page Al
more than a harmless prank,
prompted by the release
of some horror films chat
featured
clowns .
Police
believe that recent television
shows and films featuring
clowns may have once again
triggered the prank activities.
Cynthia
Pury,
Dr.
the Associate Editor for
the Journal of Positive
Psychology and also a
Professor and Undergraduate
Coordinator of Psychology
at Clemson University, said
that costumed characters,
like clowns,
are often
scary
by
perceived as
children "because they move
like humans and mostly
look like humans but have
unnaturalness about them."
"The whole clown thing
dominating the news now
seems to be a combination

of mass hysteria fueled by
people willing to attribute
a movement, shadow, etc...
to it being a clown when it
actually is not, and a few
people capitalizing on it
by dressing as clowns to
prank others," said Pury,
"Real clowns are performers
who have training in their
art form and who use that
training to entertain others.
I'm certain this is upsetting
co chem."
CUPD
is
urging
students to use caution when
traveling at night. If you
see a clown on campus, you
should immediately report
it to CUPD with the time,
location and description of
the clown. CUPD says to
stay away from the clown
and avoid confronting them .
If it is safe to do so,
take a picture and share it
with CUPD . If you have
downloaded
the
Rave

Guardian app, you can send
the photo directly to • chem.
The Rave Guardian app is
available for both Android
and Apple devices and can
be downloaded from Google
Play and the App Store.
CUPD is reminding
to
remember
people
that
as
Halloween
approaches, people will be
wearing
costumes
for
some
events,
especially
on the weekend prior to
Monday,
October
31.
They
are
encouraging
people co consider their
costume
carefully given
the
current
national
circumstances
regarding
clown costumes. They are
also reminding people chat
under South Carolina state
law, it is a misdemeanor
for anyone over the age
of 16 to wear a mask on
public
property,
except
on Halloween.

Clemson Tweets
g

Clemson Sigma Kappa and 2 others follow

II

Meg @MEGa__million.z;_ · Oct 4
clowns spotted in Clemson Hahahaha it's fine I'm fine EVERVTHING'S FINE
19

Kattierine Cupp ©kcupp5 · Oct 4
Y'all there is a dorm on lockdown at Clemson because of clowns this is not a
j·ok"
" "~
... "" ""
II:
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Melanie @_meee!l!z_ · Oct 6
I'm in Clemson and there have clown sightings 2 nights in a row ~j running
away from the storm . towards clowns -:: c: -== Ilse ain't safe bruh #help
fl 10
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UNDERGROUND
from page Al
center, along with the
rest of the Edgar B. Allen
Union.
Mike
Smith,
Director of Construction
of Minor Projects, said the
construction
department
has heard talk that Edgar
B. Allen will come down in
2020 - four years from now but that's not definite.
"We don't really know what
we are planning for in the
future," said Smith, "but I
heard about year four [as]
the target date.
The
underground
recreation center features ten
Brunswick Bowling Lanes,
four Billiard Tables, two
ping-pong tables and arcade
games. It also hosts leisure
skill activities such as shag
and bowling. In addition to
extraneous student leisure
activities, the recreation
center also hosts events
like the student orientation
social: the first mom.e nt new
freshman students can freely
interact with one other.
"We count on the
orientation social to help
students
make
social
connections in their first
days as a Clemson student,"
said
Rebecca
Atkinson,
the Associate Director of
New Student and Family
Programs. "We have heard
[of] alumni who years later
share that they met their
spouse at the orientation
social in the underground.
It is a critical part of the
orientation process."
ClemsonLife
Community/Campus
Liaison Chris Egan also
commends the center for its
central location and for its
affordability.
"The
Underground

Recreation center has greatly
impacted the ClemsonLIFE
students for many years,"
said Egan. "It provides
many various recreational
opportunities
for
our
student to come learn a new
sport, as well as be involved
socially with so many other
Clemson students."
Cato said that in
addition
to
the
new
connections students can
make in the Underground
Recreation center, there is a
historical significance worth
noting.
"There's a lot of history
behind this center. It's
been there since the early
seventies," said Cato. "It's
been offered to students for
forty plus years."
Other aspects of the
union have been part of
campus for even longer.
Harcombe
Dining
hall,
according
to
the
Fall
2014-Winter 2015 Issue of
The Clemson University
Student Affairs Magazine,
opened
in
1954. The
magazine
said
Captain
Harcombe, who the dining
hall was named for, fed
students for 21 cents per day.
Students looking to earn a
wage during this time could
milk cows or wait tables in
Harcombe Dining Hall to
pay for their education• at
Clemson.
The magazine also spoke
of Harvey Gantt, the first
African American Student
enrolled at Clemson in
1963. Gantt reportedly lived
in section B of Johnstone
Hall.
The magazine claims
that the 260,000 square
feet of Core Campus's
purpose was to replace both
Johnstone and Harcombe in

a more substantial manner.
Cato said, however, that
she has been heard no talk
of replacing the recreation
center.
"There's no doubt that
the union that's there right
now-like Johnstone, and
the union, needs to come
down soon," said Caro. "It's
old, it's outdated, it needs
upgrades severely, but what
goes in it's place is still
undecided."
Mike Smith said that
with the enrollment increases
and
the
construction
attempting to catch up,
there is a balancing act that
his department and campus
planning has to plan in
order to "preserve" but also
"expan d"
.
"We have people on
the historical committee
that tell us what we need to
preserve," said Smith, "[but]
it's going to be hard to keep
the bowling alley. I've heard
that there are some technical
issues with the bowling
alley."
Smith said he would
be heading out there to
take a look at some of the
mechanical issues soon.
she's
Cato
said
worried-with
the
new
construction
and
these
enrollment increases-that
the recreation center and its
purpose is being overlooked.
"Of course I would rather
them keep [the underground
recreation
center],
and
update it. That would be
great. We are just concerned
about campus shrinking in
on itself," said Cato. "We
really want to make sure that
students get that free time,
that unstructured free time
that they deserve."

Peyton Darnell @pa:i,1on_darnelll • Oct 3
Clowns spotted in Clemson

12

Clemson Underground offers bowling for $1 per game and shoes for $1 with a CUID.

Compiled by Rowan Lynam/ Editor in Chief

The ''little by little'' home:

Historic Hanover House celebrates its
300th birthday this year
Chris Edwards
Contributor

Hanover House originally sat in Berkeley County, until it was moved to Clemson property in
1941. It now rests in the Botanical Gardens, fully restored by Clemson's architecture program.
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The French inscription on
the chimney of the Hanover
House,
"Peu
A
Peu,"
translates to "Little by little."
Ir's one that suits
the tiny house-and it's
journey-well.
The Hanover House
turns 300 this year. The
wooden cottage first came
to
Clemson
University
in 1941, where it served
as a preservation project
for architecture students
and
professors.
These
professors
and
students
took
the
meticulously
house apart, labeled and
photographed every inch so
that the cottage could be
reconstructed exactly as it
had looked on the shores of
Lake Cooper.
Hanover
then
was
transferred to the S. C
Botanical Gardens in 1994
where Pt sits today. Students
can
tour
a
nationally
historical museum house
right outside of campus.
The house's journey began
in 1668, with the Catholic
of
French
persecution
Huguenots.
Huguenot
Pierre de St. Julien and
his family immigrated to
South
Carolina,
where
they purchased land by
the Cooper River.
St.
Julien's
son,
Paul
St.
Julien, began the Hanover

construction in 1714. It was
finished in 1716.
The name Hanover is
derived from King George
I, the Elector of a small
North German city called
Hanover and the King
of
Great
Britain
and
Ireland, who helped French
Huguenots escape religious
persecution.
The
house
passed
through the St. Julien
lineage for 150 years, until
the last living relative of
the family died during
the
civil
war.
The
home
fell
into
disarray
in
the
20th
century with failed attempts
of preservation. That is, until
Clemson Trustee Robert M.
Cooper suggested Clemson
take the house into it's own
hands.
William Hiott, Director
of
Clemson's
Historic
Properties, said in a press
release
that
Clemson's
involvement with the house
resembled something close
to a creative inquiry.
"I think architecturally
its quite unique. Its age,
its antiquity, in some ways
it may seem like a lot of
colonial revival homes ...
architecturally
its
an
interesting house. That's
why it was preserved."
Hiott points out that the
house is a combination of
different styles of housing;
European,
Caribbean,
Guadalupe,
St
Cory,

Barbados, the Bahamas and
many other places the French
had been. "Ir became sort of
a new American style."
Hiott
has
been
attempting to better tell the
Hanover House story.
Efforts are also under
way to document and tell
the
story
of enslaved
African-Americans
who
labored
on the Berkeley County rice
plantation.
Hiott and Landscape
Architect
Shannon
Barrott are also planting
crops and plants on the
property that will reflect
agriculture similar that of St.
Julien's time.
"[Hanover
House]
has a really rich history.
Its one of the oldest
residences existing in South
Carolina, its the second
oldest wooden structure, "
said Hiott.
Hiott said his hopes
are to make the house
the best it can be so that
that more people will visit
and experience such a
historically
unique
and
significant home.
"We're always having
folks stop in while they're
here
at
the
Botanical
Gardens," said Hiott, "
The house is a reminder
of of the early colonists
who settled in the state,
survived
through
harsh
climates
and
eventually
thrived here."
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Clemson welcomes students
displaced by Matthew for
indefinite stay
11

11
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This banner in Clemson House is adorned with student's favorite memories in the former dorm.
Chris Edwards
Contributor

"We came as strangers but
we leave as Friends"; that's what
the banner currently hanging
in Clemson House says, and
as Coastal Carolina students
piled into the former freshman
dorm, the message that greets
them takes on a new meaning.
Students from Costal
Carolina University have come
to Clemson to seek refuge
from Hurricane Matthew,
which has only recently torn
through Haiti, the Bahamas,
and the South Eastern United
States. With over 800 deaths
caused by the storm in Haiti
and predictions of high storm
surge flooding, these students
had no option bur to leave
their Coastal campus housing
when Governor Nikki Haley
ordered an evacuation of the
low country.
•'
. The city of Charleston,

though it did not receive
the brunt impact of the
previously Category 4 storm,
still
experienced
downed
trees, power outages, and
major flooding, including a
six-foot storm surge. USA
Today reports that more than
800,000 homes and businesses
have lost power as of Saturday.
The National Hurricane
Center issued a statement
saying that Matthew's eye is
now located just off the coast
of Myrtle Beach. When it was
last recorded, it had winds
of up to seventy-five miles
per hour.
Governor Nikki Haley
warned residents of affected
areas to not move back into
their homes too quickly, saying
that's when the most deaths
and injures occur.
Parts of Interstate 95
remain closed as a result
of flooding, and much of
<;:harleston is still severely
flooded. According to a

National Weather Service that
spoke to USA Today "the water
level at low tide was 6 feet
above normal."
According
to
the
Anderson
Independent
Mail, there is no current
determination as to when
students will return to Coastal.
For now, the over 50 students
and staff members hosted at
Clemson House are settling in
while waiting to hear news of
their flooded campus.
Kathy
Hobgood,
executive.director of University
Housing at Clemson, told GSA
Business Report that Clemson
House is prepared to host the
students "indefinitely" as they
wait for its safe for students
to return to their campus. In
the meantime, reflecting the
message of the banner which
currently hangs in Clemson
House, Hobgood said they'll
be treating Coastal students
"like our own for as long as
they are here."

THE TIGER

Tucker Hipps Transparency Act
instituted in Clemson greek life
Tessa Schwarze
News Editor

On September 29, Dean of
Students Dr. Chris Miller sent
out an email regarding the new
Tucker Hipps Transparency
act approved before the start
of the 2016 school year. The
act requires all South Carolina
public schools update a website
informing the community of
conduct violations happening
in
campus
organizations,
particularly in Greek life.
The email reminded
students the act's purpose on
Clemson's campus.
"In compliance with the
Tucker Hipps Transparency
Act," said Miller's email
reads, "Clemson University
publicizes the outcomes of
student organization conduct
online for violations of
Alcohol, Drugs, Hazing, Harm
to Person (physical assaults),
and sexual misconduct."
The bill is named for
Clemson
student Tucker
Hipps, a freshman who
pledged
Sigma
Epsilon
Fraternity in the fall of 2014.

Hipps was found dead in Lake
Hartwell after a morning run
with the other pledges.
Gary Wiser, the Clemson
Director of Fraternity and
Sorority Life, said that the
act will bring light to not just
the Greek life on campus, but
other organizations as well.
"So we worked it out
with university so that all
organizations are included.
It's not just fraternities and
sorormes
that participate
in these kinds of activities,"
said Wiser,
"The spirit
of the transparency act is to
bring light onto the risky
behaviors that are going on in
those organizations."
Wiser said that he
has been talking with the
other
public
universmes,
particularly his colleagues in
College of Charleston and
University of South Carolina
about how they can better the
Tucker Hipps Transparency
process.
"We
have
been
communicating about how to
handle this, and how we can
work together," said Wiser.
As of right now, the

Clemson Office of Ethical
and Community standards
has a link on their front page
labeled
"Tucker
Hipps
Transparency Act" to see the
of violations relating to all
organizations on campus.
The Greek organizations
under violation are listed on
the Fraternity and Sorority
Life Website.
All organizations are
recorded to date back to 2012.
The list will be updated every
semester.
"It's better to paint the
full picture for our students,"
said Wiser, "making sure
that they are able to make
informed decisions about the
organizations that they would
like to join."
If students want to
learn more about the Tucker
Hipps
Transparency Act,
or see what organizations
are in violation, they can
visit the Clemson OCES
Tucker Hipps Transparency
Act page at http://www.
clemson .edu/campus-life/
student-conduct/outcome_of_
student_org_conduct.html

TRANSPAREJ'.li ·.
Requires SC
universities will be
required to publish
conduct violations
concerning alcohol.,
drugs., sexual
assault., and hazing
The Transparency Act was signed into law June 9, 2016 by governor Nikki Haley.
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TAILOR-MADE CANCER TREATMENT
Cody Hayden
Contributor

Cancer
treatments
have
become
more
tailored
to
individual
patients over the last
few
years,
but
true
personalized
treatment
remains
the
ultimate
goal. Recently, patient's
genomes
have
been
explored in order to
create
unique
cancer
treatments, although in
many of these cases the
· patients still might show
little to no improvement.
Some
tumors
are
sensitive
to
certain
treatments, but show no
signs that would alert
doctors to their potential
use. A study published
in Cell in February of
2015 explored a new
process that could treat
cancer cells. The cancer
cells were isolated from
the patient, and then
a drug of interest was
administered to rapidly
get results on its possible
effectiveness by looking
at the interactions of
certain
proteins.
A
newer study published
in the British Journal
of Cancer in March of

I

I
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2016 expanded on the
process even further by
studying new inhibitors
that target some of those
proteins. Using these new
techniques
to
test
an
individual's
own
cancer
cells
will,
ideally, lead to a future
with very personalized
cancer
therapies
that
have
a
much
higher
chance
of success.
The
greatest
challenge
in
cancer
treatment 1s accurately
predicting which course
of chemotherapy
will
be most effective in
treating a patient . The
study published in Cell
explored a strategy called
Dynamic BH3 Profiling
(DBP).
DBP
is
a
method that isolates the
patient's cancer cells and
them
to
exposes
treatments,
and
then
looks at a class of proteins
in the cells called the
BCL-2
family
that
regulate commitment to
apoptosis. Apoptosis is
a means of cell death,
which 1s the goal when
using chemotherapeutic
agents on cancer cells.
The
study
published
in the British Journal

.

of Cancer expanded on
this with the addition
of
specific
BCL-2
inhibitors .
There
are
few inhibitors that are
specific enough to be
used
on
the
BCL-2
family, but two have
been
found.
These
inhibitors have recently
entered clinical trials and
function by inhibiting
specific
anti-apoptotic
BCL-2 family members,
causing the cell to enter
apoptosis.
Both studies
take
big steps toward the
future of personalized.
cancer
treatments.
The
Dynamic
BH3
Profiling
rapidly
provides
valuable
information about the
cancer cell's readiness ro
go down the a_fl.optotic
pathway leading to cell
death.
The
specific
BCL-2
inhibirors,
although
limited
in
their variety,
identify
cancer cells that are
dependent on a single
anti-apoptotic
BCL2 family member for
survival. The use of the
two together will lead
to more individualized
therapies
with
greater success.
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areness
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Sin hv Silence

Oct.9

Adocumentary about the first inmate initiated and led group in
U.S. prison history, who shattered the misconceptions of domestic
violence.
at 7:00pm in Kinard 201
-

Oct. 10-13

Domestic Violence Information Table
on Library Bridge from 11:00am--l:OOpm

Beverly Gooden: #WhylStayed

,Oct. 10

in Old Main Auditorium, Doors open at 6:30p,m, event at 7:00pm

Oct. 27

Majorie Putnam Memorial event
Women's Leadership Presents Sara Barber
at 5:00pm in the Great Hall at Core Campus
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William McCorkle
Contributor

This
~onth,
Milo
Yiannopoulos is coming
to campus. His visits to
other
universities
have
caused outrage, and some
schools have even prohibited
him from speaking on
their campuses due to his
and
racist
misogynistic
rhetoric. He has taken his
abusive speech and online
harassment to such an
extreme that he was banned
from Twitter. He represents
portions of the "alt-right"
which has deep ties to white
nationalism
and
mock
movements towards racial
equality and justice.
Unlike some of the
universities who have banned

Yiannopoulos, I agree with
Clemson's decision to let
him speak. I think the bar
of prohibiting individuals,
even hateful and offensive
individuals like Milo, should
be very high for public
institutions such as Clemson.
If the university feels that it
needs to ban someone on the
far right, then it may not be
too long until they carry out
similar treatment to others
with
non-conventional
political positions as well.
However, though Milo
may have the "right" to
come speak on campus,
he is the last thing that
Clemson University needs.
If we were an extremely,
leftist university then I could
understand the desire to
possibly bring in some right
wing ideologue to balance

out
the
environment.
However, we are not the
bastion ofliberalism. We are a
primarily white, conservative
university. We need speakers
that will actually challenge
student's assumptions about
race, class, and privilege- not
merely parrot back to them
their own societal views.
On a campus, where
we still have a building
named after one of the
most notorious and violent
racists in U.S. Hist,ory, have
bananas placed on African
American history banners
and have racially offensive
"Cripmas" parties, we don't.
need someone coming to tell
the students that white males
are the ones being oppressed.
In a state where many
immigrant students cannot
even attend higher education

due to xenophobic policies,
it is hard to feel too much
sympathy for the followers
of Milo who want to feign
that they are the ones being
discriminated against.
As a nation, we have
seen the rise of the most
racist
and
misogynistic
presidential campaign in
recent history. We have a
candidate for president who
has been openly praised
by white supremacists and
made attacks on immigrants
and Muslims. Our nation is
breaking apart at rhe seams.
We need to come together
and put the intolerance
behind us. In this tense
environment, people like
Milo only serve to make
rhe situation worse. What
we need is for people of all
backgrounds, but especially

the often blinded white
community, to open their
eyes to the injustices all
around them. Just like
Trump will not make
America great, Milo's visit
will not make Clemson a
better place. He will simply
allow for a portion of the
student population to ignore
their own privilege and grow
in their misogynistic and
racist views. I have met so
many people of goodwill
here at Clemson who are
striving to create a more
inclusive and· compassionate
campus
environment.
Let's follow their lead and
allow the calls for a more
jusr society to drown out
the hatred and bigotry of
spoiled and bigoted children
like Milo and his hero,
Donald Trump.
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As I am typing
this article, we are thirty
six days away from rhe most
important US presidential
election in history. The
future of the Supreme
Court, national security,
immigration reform, tax
policy, and party alliances
are on the line. We cannot
get this wrong. There are
two choices, Donald Trump
and Hillary Clinton. I am
not going to rel! you who
I am voting for, but he/she
does not wear pant suits.
To be , clear Jill Stein and
Gary Johnson should not
and cannot be considered
in your choice for presideU:t,
not because of their specific
terrible policies or fallacies,

which are numerous, but
because of the ensuing result:
if you vote for them, you will
be disappointed. Third party
candidates are nothing but a
cancer in our single member
district electoral system. We
need to denounce them at
all costs.
Let me rake you back
to an election before most
of you readers, myself
included, were even born. It
is 1992, George H.W Bush
versus Bill "the womanizer"
Clinton. There was also
a third party candidate
who you may or may not
have heard of, Ross Perot.
See Ross got more votes
than any other third party
candidate since 1912. In
our country, the president
wins the popular vote on
the basis of plurality, not

majority,
meaning,
the
candidate only has to receive
a greater percentage than the
opposition, not a majority of
51 percent. Keep in mind we
are not taking our Electoral
College system into account .
Ross Perot did not receive a
single Electoral College vote .
As for the popular vote,
the narrative was much
different. Bill won 43.01
percent, Bush won 37.45
percent, and Perot won 18.91
percent. So what happened?
Many ~vho would have been
Bush Republican voters cast
their ballot for Ross Perot.
What was the result? A Bill
Clinton presidency. They
received the farthest thing
from what they desired: A
democrat. Who wants that?
People who think voting
for third parties is helping

them get representation
are dead wrong. We live
in a country with winner
take all elections. When
Gary Johnson and Jill Srein
lose this election, as they
will, their voters will be
very disappointed.
If you are a republican,
and you refuse to vote for
Donald Trump and think
Gary Johnson is a good
alternative, you are doing
nothing but helping Hillary
win. If you are not working
for Trump, you are working
for Hillary, end of story.
Third party voters end up
putting the candidate in
office that is farthest from
their political ideology. In
1992, what happened to
the conservative base char
voted for Perot? They got
Bill Clinton. Oh joy, here

comes NAFTA.
If you are a republican,
voting for Johnson will
ONLY ger you Hillary as
president. Remember 1992
- history will repeat itself if
we let it. I refuse to vote for
someone who is not familiar
with the city of Aleppo and
cannot name a world leader
he admires. If Hillary gets
elected, religious liberty will
be trampled on. I am going
to have to hide my firearms
the
government
from
because they want to leave
me stranded when someone
breaks into my house. The
country will fall into a leftist
tailspin that will leave it in
ruin. This is my opinion
of course, you can vote for
whoever you want to, just
make sure it's either Trump
or Clinton.
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I was there Saturday night for rhe game. Being a Louisville graduate decked out in black and red I did not blend
well with rhe orange and purple that enjoyed somewhat of a majority. As I entered Death Valley, a bucket list item
accomplished, I became a target. No less than 50 people went our of their way ro welcome me to Clemson, ask if I
was having fun and wishing me luck. After rhe game, as I was exiting, every person was simply saying great game,
hope you come back in rwo years for a rematch. 'WOW, what a fan base you have. I having been bragging on the
Clemson hospilatity since I have returned home. It was a totally different experience from an SEC school where
visitors are cursed at and spit on. Thank you.
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TIGERS' OFFENSE SHINES AGAINST EAGLES
Clemson defeats Boston College 5 6-10
Allison Daniel

Sports Editor
After
an
emotional
and physical battle against
Louisville,
Clemson
had
a short week before they
travelled to Boston to take on
Boston College on a Friday
night. This one had "trap
game" written all over it and
the Tigers needed to play
carefully to avoid an upset.
Ar the end of the day,
there was no real cause for
concern as Clemson thumped
the Eagles 56-10 to improve
to 6-0 overall for the fourth
rime under Head Coach
Dabo Swinney.
Clemson's offense looked
a bit like its old self in this

game, even though they only
ran 60 offensive plays. The
main thing that seemed to
help them was the fact that
they got off to a hot start,
scoring 21 points in the first
quarter before stuttering a bit
in the second. After halftime,
the Tigers went back to relying
on an old friend: tempo.
While it wasn't a blazing pace,
it was enough to keep a strong
Boston College defense on
its heels.
Also, unlike in past
games, Clemson did not take
their foot off the gas after
gaining a sizable lead, instead
continuing to play their game
even when they brought in
most of the backups. There
are still a lot of issues to clean

up bur it looks like Swinney's
offense is improving in each
game they play.
Defensive Coordinator
Brent Venables has not failed
to impress yet again this
season, getting the Clemson
defense ready to compete
on a national level despite
losing most of his starters to
the NFL. Nor only have they
played well, they have kept
the Tigers in games when the
offense has been struggling.
While Boston College's
offense is far from the best
in the country, Clemson's
defense shut them down.
The only points given were
results of short fields due to
special teams blunders. After
Ray-Ray McCloud fumbled

a punt at the Clemson 12
yard-line, the Tiger defense
held Boston College to a
field goal which constituted
the only meaningful points
scored against the starters.
The only touchdown the
Eagles scored was after an
odd kick from Andy Teasdall.
It was far from the prettiest
drive for the Clemson defense
and Venables was laying into
his players on the sideline
afterwards but all in all it
was a solid performance
from them.
However, against better
teams, there were still mistakes
that could cost the Tigers. The
main issue on both sides of the
ball is consistency. The offense
can go from scoring on almost

every drive to sputtering and
keeping the defense on the
field for too long while the
defense goes from being a
brick wall to spotty at best.
The offense has to
work on its ball control and
stop turning over as much
and putting the defense in
short field situations. They
also still have to work on
catching the ball. While
the number of drops has
decreased, there are still too
many for a ream hoping for a
championship victory.
As far as the defense, they
have to work on closing out
games. While they are shutting
down teams in the early going,
towards the ends of halves
they begin to give up some

chunk plays in an attempt
not to give up the deep pass.
They also have been heavily
penalized so far, especially
in the secondary. While it is
to be expected with young
corners, it is still an issue that
needs to be addressed before
the posrseason rolls around.
A team wants to be
playing its best at the end of
the season and the Tigers are
on the upswing over the last
several games.
With a few more
improvements, they will be
the caliber team everyone
expected them to be at the
start of the season.
The Tigers will be back
at home to face NC Stare on
Oct. 16 at noon.

BEHIND ENEMY BYLINES
Interview by Cole Little II Senior Staff Writer
Daniel Lacy (DL): Mike
Wdliarns is back after he
suffered a season-ending neck
injury last year. How valuable
is he to the offense as arguably
the best ofDeshaun Watson's
many weapons?
Tiger

Sports (TS): Mike
Williams has established himself
as the nation's top receiver
through the early portion of this
season. With an uncanny route
running ability, great hands
and imposing size, Williams is
definitely Deshaun Watson's top
target and most pivotal weapon.
Williams is extremely difficult
to cover and is also a key veteran
leader for the Clemson offense.
DL: Clemson's defense lost
some key contributors on
defuise from last season,
including Shaq Lawson,
Kevin Dodd and Mackensie
Alexander. How has it looked
without them so fu and how
do you think it matches up
against the Wolfpack offense?
TS: It is difficult to critique

I
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the Clemson defense for its
performance so far this fall.
While the three aforementioned
players were excellent as
Tigers, their departures have
not exactly left holes in the
Clemson defense. Clemson's
defensive line is arguably the
most talented in the nation, and
the secondary has been rather
impressive through the first

five games.
As for the Wolfpack, quarterback
Ryan Finley should expect ro
face a formidable pass rush that
forces him to remain in the
pocket for most ofthe game. NC
State boasts something that the
Tigers have yet to face so far in
2016, and that is a really good
running back in Matt Dayes.
The Clemson linebacking unit
has proven to be a little slow at
rimes this season, so Dayes could
create problems for the Tiger
linebackers.

DL: Thanks in part to Lamar
Jackson,
Louisville
has
surprisingly emerged as one
of the top teams in the nation.
How important was it for
Clemson to come out of that
game with a win and what kind
of statement did it maker
TS:Morethanlikely, the outcome
of the Louisville-Clemson clash
will end up deciding the ACC
Atlantic title, so it was definitely
very important for the Tigers
to come out on top in that.
While the Tigers struggled with
turnovers and looked out ofsorts
at rimes in the second half on
defense, the victory was still very
impressive. In particular, the 85yard, game-winning drive in the
marchup's waning minutes was
really impressive and reaffirmed
Watson as a clutch quarterback.

DL: Watson finished third
in Heisman voting last year.

Do you think he is on pace to
potentially win it this season?
If not, what will he need to
do betted
TS: Warson has already thrown
seven interceptions, which is nor
going to help his Heisrnan cause,
and Lamar Jackson, his ACC
adversary, is currently faring far
better statistically than Watson
(and everybody else, for that
matter). If Warson is to win the
Heisman in what is likely his final
season as a Tiger, he will need to
become more accurate, especially
with shon-yardage passes and
passes over the middle. Watson
missed a few surefire touchdown
throws against Louisville but
regained his elite form in
the fourth quarter, when it
mattered most.

DL: What is your score
prediction and why?

State quarterback Ryan Finley

transferred to the Wolfpack
in the spring. How has he
filled the shoes of quarterback
Jacoby Brissett, who graduated
following last season?

Daniel Lacy (DL): Finley has
played very well this season,
Like Brissett, he hasn't been
flashy to start the season, but
he's done what the ream needed
him to do -- be consistent and
minimize turnovers. He threw
for a career-high 300 yards and
three touchdowns against Wake
Forest, which had arguably been
the best defense they have been
up against before traveling to
Clemson.

TS: The Wolfpack have gotten
off to a solid start. Do you feel
like they could compete for the
ACC Atlantic titler

DL: No. Clemson and Louisville
TS: The Tigers have seemed to
have the Wolfpack's number
lately. In fact, two of Watson's
best collegiate games have
come against NC State. With
that being said, I think that the
Tigers will defeat the Wolfpack
at Clemson's homecoming game
on October 15 by a final score of
45-27. I expect the electrifying
Clemson offense to dominate
&om start to finish.

Tiger Sports (TS): Starting NC

are the clear powerhouses of the
not only the Atlantic Division,
but the whole conference. As the
Wolfpack plays these two teams
on the road in back-to-back
weeks, it will be lucky to keep
these games within one-score.
Additionally, it still has matchups
against Florida State, Miami and
UNC, and will likely have to
fight and claw its way to get to
.500. However, that wouldn't
have been as difficult if the Pack
had beaten ECU. A ream of this
caliber should have beaten ECU
by one or two scores, bur instead

lost by a field goal as it made · Deshaun Watson dominated
mistakes throughout the game.
the Wolfpack defense last year,
Clemson and Louisville are both
throwing fur 383 yards and five
Playoff-caliber teams that will
touchdowns. What can NC
make NC State pay if it makes
State do to keep him in check
those mistakes against them.
this time around?

TS: NC State has scored an
abundance of points thus fu
this season. What problems
could the Wolfpack pose for
the Tiget defuise?
DL: The Wolfpack has some
good
playmakers.
Senior
running back Matt Dayes is a
workhorse that the ream leans on
for success. He has played well
to start the season, including a
125-yard performance against
Wake Forest. Junior right end
Jaylen Samuels can do just
about everything for the team
on offense, as he has lined up
at tight end, fullback, running
back, wide receiver and even
wildcat quarterback so far this
year. He is a matchup nightmare
for opposing defenses and is
particularly dangerous in the red
zone. Stephen Louis has emerged
as the No. 1 wide receiver, and is
possibly the most talented player
NC State has had at the position
since Tobais Palmer graduated
a&er the 2012 season. If Finley's
consistency continues into this
game and these three playmakers
can get going, NC State has the
opportunity to put a sizable dent
in the scoreboard.
TS:

Clemson

quarterback

DL: Obviously, the pass defense
has to be a lot better than it was
last year. However, that will be
tough, as it lost Juston Burris,
who was a fourth-round pick
in the dra&, and Hakim Jones
to graduation. Watson's ability
to run is also rough to match
up against, as NC State has
particularly struggled against
dual-threat quarterbacks over
the last couple seasons (even
though I know Watson doesn't
like to be called that). If NC
State can slow down Warson
and Wayne Gallman in the
run game and make the Tigers
one-dimensional, it has a better
chance at slowing down Warson
in the passing game, although it
is still unlikely.

TS: What is your score
prediction for Saturday's dash
at Death Valley; and why?
DL: Last rime the Wolfpack
traveled to Death Valley, it
seemed to be over before it
started, with the Tigers coming
away with a 41-0 victory. While I
expect this to be a closer game, I
simply don't think NC State has
the firepower to keep up with
Clemson. Prediction: Clemson
wins37-24.
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Predicting NFL future for Tiger players
Colin Halm
Asst. Sports Editor
With the regular season
officially half over and after a
brutal beat down of Boston
College 56-10 on Friday, it's
time for an update as to where
the most eligible juniors and
seniors might fall in the draft. It
is never too early for predictions.
Let's statt with offense
since so many starters ate likely
to be leaving after this year.
Wayne Gallman is a junior, and
has performed admirably after
being thrust into the limelight in
2014. In 2015, with the starting
job firmly in his grasp, Gallman
rushed for a school record 1,527
rushes on 283 carries, good for
an average of 5.3 yards per carry.
While he: isn't the do-it-all
threat of Dalvia Cook at FSU,
Gallman is a great downhill
runner that keeps his feet
moving even when the rest of
his body is being tossed about
by multiple defenders. Since the
NFL has shifted to more of a
passing league, expect Gallman
to be taken lower in the third
round or high in the fourth
round. A team like the Jets could
really use a runner who can go
between tackles.
Next up is the pairing
of Mike Williams and Artavis
Scott. Both have a legitimate
chance to be high round
choices, but both might decide
returning for their senior year is
in their best interest. Williams
missed all of the 2015 season
with a neck injury sustained in
the game against Wofford, and
could definitely choose to rack
up some more big plays before
going pro. Scott, though he
didn't have an injury, has had his
role reduced with the emergence
of Ray-Ray McCloud as a good
screen receiver and great special
teams returner.
Williams in 2014 hauled
in 57 receptions for 1030 yards
(I 8.1 yard average) and six
touchdowns while Scott picked
up a hefi:y 91 receptions for 903
yards (9.7 yard average) in 2015.

Williams has the makeup of a
guy like Alshon Jeffery or Larry
Fitzgerald standing at 6-foot-3,
225 pounds. He can really stretch
the field, but also plays very well

first Tiger to even become a
finalist in Heisman voting last
year. Watson has excelled with
his pocket presence and has a
keen eye for finding where the

draft. If the season were over
today, Watson would be picked
early in the first round to a team
needing a franchise quarterback.
Those teams include but ate not
limited to the Chicago Bears,
Cleveland Browns, Miami
Dolphins, New Orleans Saints,
San Diego Chargers (Philip
Rivers isn't getting any younger).
On the defensive side of
the ball, a couple notables
will be taking to the draft .as
well. Defensive backs Cordrea
Tankersley and Jadat Johnson
as well as linebacker Ben
Boulware and defensive tackle
Carlos Wai:kins.
Tankersely forwent the
draft to finish out his senior year,
staying behind as the only starter
for the secondary from 2015.
He has so fat proved that was
a good decision as he now has

no interceptions.
Not surprising numbers
considering Daho likes to make
sure his number one corners ate
keeping the ball out ofthe hands
ofthe receivers. Ball hawking and
missing an easy interception can
easily turn into a touchdown for
the opposing team if not done
correctly. Former number one
Mackenzie Alexander played the
same way and was rewarded for
his efforts with a second round
selection to the Vikings.
Expect Tankersley to be
neat there maybe in the early
to middle third round to the
Buffalo Bills. They like drafting
Clemson
players
(Sammy
Wai:kins, Shaq Lawson, Tony
Steward, the list goes on... ).
Jadar Johnson, although a
new member of the starting
safeties has flashed plenty in his

Wayne Gallman is likely to leave for the NFL Draft after this season.
in space. Scott, however, fits the
bill as more of slot receiver on
an NFL team since he is much
shorter at just 5-foot-10, 190
pounds. Expect Williams to be
a late first rounder to maybe the
Patriots and Scott to go middle
fourth round to someone like
the Oakland Raiders or the

LARams.
Jordan Leggert just recently
set the Clemson record for
most career touchdowns by a
tight end so he is likely to go
pro. Establishing himself as a
big presence in the middle of
the field, Leggert can also make
defenders miss and acts as a
larger version of Mike Williams
on passing downs. It is likely he
could take a Jimmy Graham
esque role so look for him to go
late third round or early fourth
to a team that likes to use tight
ends like the Minnesota Vikings,
New Orleans Saints, or even the
Baltimore Ravens.
Now to Watson. A perennial
Heisman contender, he was the

defense will be the weakest.
He always seems to be playing
in slow motion compared to
the rest of the players on the
field which is something that
can be perplexing as someone
watching the deep balls that rain
from above.
His throw power is
impressive, somerimes too good
as he has been overthrowing
receivers a good bit this year. It
is certainly possible he changed
his mechanics in the of!season,
but if it ain't broken don't fix it.
Otherwise, he does seem to be
carrying i:he ball less effectively
this year. Last year, he averaged
5.3 yards per rush and this year
he only has 4.2 yards per rush.
It seems small, but over enough
carries, one yard can be a Senior Ben Boulware (IO) is one ofthe leaders ofClemsons's defense.
big difference.
Overall, Watson's top
covered the number one
junior year to warrant a spot in
three traits of medium and
receivers for Louisville and
the NFL. He took over at strong
deep accuracy, elusiveness in
Auburn, and will test his mettle
safety for Jayron Kearse, bur
the pocket, pocket presence will
has performed much better in
later in the season against Florida
be determining factors of how
State's best as well. This year, he
his stead. Johnson has already
high he will be picked in the · has had five passes defensed and
picked up three interceptions,

pun intended, this year eclipsing
his 2015 total already. He too
has five passes defensed and
has turned into both a good
run stopper and pass defender.
Look for him to surpass Kearse
and least be drafted in the fifth
round, if not higher to, let's
take a shot in i:he dark, the
Falcons (they too enjoy drafting
Oemson players, especially
on defense).
Ben Boulware is a tricky
one to pin. He returned for his
senior year in hopes of crushing
his way to another National
Championship berth and lead
this Clemson Tigers' defense
from the inside linebacker
position. He is undersized for
a linebacker in the NFL and
a sneaky team might try to
reposition him, but that would
likely be a mistake.
Boulware's ferocity at the
position is what makes him so
entertaining to watch. He has a
good eye for play recognition,
but not such a good, one for
patience. He will oftentimes
jump his gaps and be the
difference in a play, which can
be good or bad. Sometimes he
stops a play dead in its tracks
in the final seconds a la Notre
Dame 2015 or sometimes he
gives up a massive play by not
waiting for just a second longer
to fully understand his role in
the defense a la fourth quarter
against Auburn 2016.
He really can be a mixed
bag. Look for him in the fifth or
sixth round to the Bills because
Rex Ryan loves him some
Clemson players (his son is a
wide receiver here too).
All in all, Coach Swinney
has done a great job in the
development of these players
and they too should feel
proud in what i:hey have
done for the university and
i:he program. Because of their
abilities and devotion to the
program, Clemson has had no
problem filling the ranks
with i:heir replacements after
i:hey move on to bigger and
berter things.

c·LEMSON OFFENSE LED BY TALENTED VETERAN PLAYERS
Allison Daniel
Sports Editor
It looks like some of i:he
offensive woes for the Tigers have
been alleviated as they controlled
i:he game for almost the entire 60
minures against a solid Boston
College defense. While i:he
Eagles had the edge in terms of
possession, it was largely due to
the fact that Clemson moved the
ball quickly and explosively while
Boston College tried to string
together more methodical drives.
Through 15 drives, Clemson had
to punt in five of them. There is
still room for improvement, but
it looks like this offense is starting
to find itself midway through
the season.
While mere are a multitude
of talented players on this team,
there are a few who have stood
out through the first six games
and who the Tigers will no
doubt continue to rely on as they
continue their season.

Mike Williams:
This one is no surprise.
After returning from a season
ending neck injury, Williams has
been one ofthe stars of this team.
Last year, quarterback Deshaun
Watson was missing a deep threat
from his arsenal ofweapons, but
now he has that in Williams.
Standing at 6'3" wii:h
decent speed, Williams is a
nightmare for opposing defenses
to cover. He has already racked
up 27 receptions for 432 yards
and three touchdowns. That
gives him an average of around
16 yards per reception. With
Hunter Renfrow being out
with a hand injury, Williams
has become one of Watson's
most reliable targets and he
has been instrumental in this
offense's success.

I

Wayne Gallman
Gallman is a workhorse,
there is no other way to put it.
It is somewhat shocking that he
is not gerting more carries than
he is, especially considering his

I

numbers from last year. In 2015
he had 282 carries for 1514
yards, an average of 5.4 yards
per carry.
While he doesn't have
breakaway speed like other
running backs in college football,
Gallman rarely loses yards and is
reliable. In 2015, he only had
two lost fumbles so Watson
knows the ball is about as safe
as it can be with Gallman. So
far this year Gallman has 480
yards on 88 carries, which has
him averaging around 14 eatries
per game. What is particularly
astounding about that stat is
i:he lack of carries he has gotten
in the red rone this season, the
team opting instead to have
Watson pass more often than
not. Regardless of the number of
carries, Gallman has an impact
on the field every play and is
one of the unsung heroes of
this team.
Deon Cain:
One of the young stars
of this team, Cain has been
trying to prove himself all
season. After being sent home
before last year's semifinal game
against Oklahoma for drug
violations,
Head
Coach
gave
Dabo
Swinney
Cain another chance and he
has taken advantage of it.
After starting off a bit shaky
with some bad drops, the
receiver has picked it up through
the last few games. He now has
13 receptions for 238 yards and
six touchdowns.
He has been a nice
complement to Williams over
the top, giving Watson another
option down i:he field. He
still has a lot of growing to do
as a football player, as shown
by his clock management
mistake
against
Boston
College when he failed to get
down after a catch at the end of
the first half and time expired.
Regardless,
he
has
the potential to be a lethal
weapon for Watson further
down the stretch.

Ray-Ray McCloud
Take away the special teams
blunders and McC!oud has had
a nice year for himsel£ He has
become another reliable target
for Warson, but in all reality, his
largest contributions have been
on special teams. While he will
probably always be remembered
for the infamous flip of the ball
before crossing i:he goal line, he
is i:he most dynamic returner
Clemson has had in a while.
Special teams were a huge
detriment to the team in 2015
but have improved this season,
and McCloud is part of the
reason why. He is still learning
and as such is making his fair
share of mistakes, but he also has
the ability to have a big return
anyrirne he catches the ball. If
he can clean up his catching and
work on mental lapses, he has
the potential to be a great special
teams player for the Tigers,

Jordan Leggett
Leggett could have left to
go to the NFL Draft after last
season and quite possibly would
have ended up on some team's
roster but he elected to return
to Clemson for his final season
and he is making the most of it.
After a quiet first few games, he
really showed up in the Georgia
Tech game when he caught his
first touchdown of the season.
Leggert. has a tremendous
impact on the field, whether it is
blocking or receiving.
He was critical in the game
against Louisville, catching
the go-ahead touchdown and
two-point conversion attempt
that helped Clemson top the
Cardinals in Death Valley. It is
likely that his role will only grow
as i:he season wears on and there
are few players more deserving of
that chance than Leggett.
In an offense loaded with
talent, it is hard to stand apart but
these players have done just that.
All of them will be instrumental
in Clemson's success if they
hope to repeat their National
Championship appearance.
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James Kidd
Contributor
While
the
opening
credits may depict a group of
fraternity brothers jumping
around and having a good
time with one another,
"Goat" makes one thing
very clear: this isn't a happy
comedy about fraternity life
like "Old School." Rather,
this is a nightmare, one that
strikes far closer to home
than one might think.
Based off the 2004
memoir of the same name,
"Goat"
follows
college
undergrad Brad Land (Ben
Schnetzer), as he makes the
big leap into fraternity life
after his socially graceful
brother Brett (Nick Jonas)
persuades him with promises
of brotherhood and fun
times.
However,
Brad
quickly finds out that not
everything is sunshine and
rainbows. Instead, he and the
other pledges are forced to
participate in the infamous
"Hell Week," a torturous

ordeal dreaded by everyone.
From an unhealthy amount
of alcohol consumption to
complete humiliation, the
abusive ante keeps being
upped as the week moves on
to a point that - spoilers for
a real life event - eventually
proves deadly for one of the
eager new members.
While this might not
seem too scary it's no
secret really to anyone
what kind of events occur
during the hazing process
- the most troubling fact
is that the events depicted
here actually happened at
Clemson University itself, in
the Kappa Sigma fraternity
during the late 1990s.
Naturally, the name of
the university in the film
adaptation was changed to a
fictional one, and the campus
Brett and Brad enroll at bears
no resemblance to Clemson
University. Regardless, that
doesn't change the truth
of what occurred here 20
years ago. The fact that
"Goat" was released on the

two year anniversary of
Tucker Hipp's death makes
its message pretty clear:
hazing, or at least the type
of hazing being presented,
needs to end. From what is
presented in the movie, one
can't help sympathizing for
these pledges, as many of the
events which transpire are
very unforgiving, especially
one involving a keg of beer
and a baby goat.
While "Goat" has a cast
mostly filled with unknowns,
each actor does a surprising
job showing the deteriorating
mental states of their
respective characters as Hell
Week takes its toll. Nick Jonas
- yes, THAT Nick Jonas was probably the one that
wowed me the most, proving
that he has the chops to
handle more serious roles. A
quick cameo ofJames Franco,
who also helped produce the
film, as a former member
of the fraternity was also a
great surprise that brought
a brief moment of levity to
a dark plot.

However, the only major
gripe ofthe movie is absolutely
the most problematic, that
being the real life story and
character of Brad. From
the get go, it is pretty clear
that he is very socially
awkward and has obvious
emotional issues, especially in
regards to abandonment,
as he frequently gets into
a nervous panic every time
his brother Brett so much
as goes to the bathroom.
These issues
are
only
exacerbated when he foolishly
allows two unknown men
into his car after a party,
and they proceed to rob and
beat the ever loving hell out
of him, leaving him more
insecure and emasculated
then before. It's natural
that the brotherhood first
lifestyle of fraternities might
seem appealing after having
to go through all that, but
Brad acts surprised when the
hazing acts are brought out
during Hell Week.
My
point?
Brad
absolutely wasn't meant for

fraternity life, as "Goat"
constantly shows throughout
its runtime. I mean, it
wouldn't make much sense
for a soldier with PTSD to
go to a fireworks show, so
Brad's insistence on sticking
with fraternity life despite
having such a fragile mental
state is not only baffling, it
really only leaves audiences
to blame in the end.
of
Brad's
depiction
fraternity life isn't much
better either, resorting ro
portraying many members
of Kappa Sigma as nothing
more than two dimensional
strawmen. You are either
a poor, unfortunate soul
who made the mistake
of becoming involved in
fraternity life, or you are an
undeniable monster involved
in the process. The thinking
is very reductive and doesn't
help fix this issue at all.
Of course, there are great
people involved in Greek
life. Though how they act
at parries or are involved
they are in the inevitable
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hazing process remains to
be disclosed, some of them
are genuine people who help
those in need of assistance.
While this doesn't mean
that the people involved in
fraternities are all blameless
little
angels,
reducing
everyone to cartoon villains is
just as bad.
While "Goat" is well
put together, it brings up
many more issues in its own
argument than it does for
its point against Hell Week
practices. Yes, the main idea
is that hazing acts have the
tendency to go too far. Yes,
it often results in deaths
like depicted in the movie
and with Tucker Hipps.
That is completely true and
should be stopped. Despite
th at message, "G oat " en ds
up talking more trash than
it does truth. Sure, there is
absolutely something worth
discussing in there; it's just a
shame that you have to search
through all the hay from
the strawmen presented to
find it.

Grad student 1s tattoo shows sign of fandom, self-confidence

,: {there's] something
ou Want'to do, go
for it.''
'

'

'

'

'

Karnes' ~ • which she has on her thigh, is of88-8. 88-8 is featured in the seventh and newest "StarWan" movie, "The Force Awakens."
Photos and story by
Valerie Smith

StaffWriter

I

I

Martha Karnes is one hell
of a person to say the least.
Flashing her new "Star Wars"
BB-8 tattoo on her thigh, she
immediately volunteered to be
interviewed for a new series
about Clemson student tattoos
and piercings.
Karnes 1s a huge "Star
Wars" fan from Bedford,
Virginia, who has always
wanted to prove her fandom
with a tattoo. She wasn't sure
which character or design
she
wanted
permanently
etched into her skin until
March of 2016, a few months
after getting her bachelor's
degree. After enrolling in
her first semester of the
Master of Arts in Professional
Communication
(MAPC)
program,
Karnes
wanted
something that highlighted her
quirky personality.
''After I saw the new 'Star
Wars' movie, I thought BB-8

was cool. I felt like he was a
really positive character with a
mission to complete," Karnes
said.
Isn't that what all college
kids should be doing completing a mission to obtain
a college degree with a positive
attitude?
The BB-8 design is
Karnes' second and most
recent tattoo. The first is a
small arrow tattoo she got on
her ribs when she was 18.
At the time, one of her
close friends said, "You might
regret it one day, there's
nothing you can do to avoid
that, but it becomes a part of
you and who you are. It's a part
of your story."
This is what inspired
Martha to get her next tattoo.
"I just thought, '[my
friend's comment] was such a
beautiful thing to say."'
Originally, Karnes wanted
a flower as a tattoo design, but
was also pulled to the BB-8
design. So what did she do?
She decided to go with both!

Withdrawing $450 ($400
tattoo+ $50 tip), Karnes made
her idea a reality at 138 Tattoo
in Gloucester, Virginia.
Though she wears it
proudly, Karnes enjoys having
a tattoo on her thigh, because
it makes it easy to cover up
when she needs to be in a
professional environment.
"No one ever knows I
have a tattoo and then I show
them and [to them] it's [a big
deal]."
There wasn't a deep
meaning behind the Star Wars
design other than her obvious
fandom for Star Wars, Karnes
said. The tattoo helped her
gain more self-confidence as
someone who has been dealing
with self-esteem and body
issues her entire life. Karnes
said she recognizes that some
may think of "Star Wars" as a
geeky movie loved by the anti
social. Yet, she strives to ignore
those types of comments.
"It makes me feel really
good about my body to
have something so pretty

permanentIy on me."
Convincing her parents,
w4o hate the idea of tattoos,
was a struggle for Karnes. In
fact, she got her ex-boyfriend to
tell her parents about the tattoo
idea. Once the announcement
was out, Martha convinced
her parents that it would be a
small, inconspicuous tattoo,
the complete opposite of what
she got. Her parents weren't
okay with it, saying, "When
you regret this as an old
woman, that's on you."

Martha hasn't begun to
regret it.
Martha encourages people
to go after what they want,
even if it's different. However,

Karnes (abm,e) displays her tattoo, which she had done Mardi 2016.

she also stresses being smart
and safe, especially when it
comes to getting a tattoo.
"If it's something you
want to do, go for it. Don't
let other people's opinions
hold you back. I almost did
and I'm so glad I didn't now.
What matters at the end of
the day is that you're happy
with yourself."
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nl,d, 1 a short horror story series
ier II Contributor

ARE YOU AVISUAL, MUSICAL OR PERFORMING ARTIS)■
(OR KNOW ONEJ?
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. and around the wor1d for 30
years.... and rountjng~!{

00 YOU WANT TO...

.. promote international understanding?
•travel to another country?
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WOULD YOU SU a
C

I

I

7.
you?
a.No
b.
ready if they do
c. It's a possibility.
d. Are they? Because if so, ym.t bettet tell me!

rm

MAINLY .A'S
DEFINITELY YES: You don't have to worry about clowns coming for you, and if they do, then you are the next Usian Bolt when it comes to running
from them. However, just because you can run and are able to defend yourself, make sure you're watching out and being safe!
•

MAINLY C'S
MAYBE, WE'RE NOT SURE: As long as you can run faster than the slowest person, then you're fine. I know running isn't many people's strong suits, because it's
definitely not mine, but it's cool. Just be extra careful and make sure that you have your pepper spray in hand just in case a shady clown comes lurking, too.

N.AINLYD'S

t•re

lift Soyou can't run, and you're deathly afraid of clowns and that don't fall in your favor, but it's OK! Just ydl J,udly or~be the
adrenaline will kitk. in, but just remember that clowns aren't too scary:

,i#hf~\:t/

WORD SEARCH

"COFFEE"

We're dreaming of coffee in our Starbucks mug while the stress
is brewing after too many papers and midterms. So while
you're enjoying your seasonal Pumpkin Spice Latte or drinking
your coffee black, attempt to find these coffee inspired words.
There may be only because we are coffee deprived.
'

N H Q G J w J G I :'
D J u V E E F F 0
E T L A F E a E. N
u C 0 E C p N G
M u C F H p I L u
C I D N z A C Q M
B V L I D R C :I I
I z w K H F :u T H

s

w

I

0 s
0 T
B I
V E
E A M .p s L F I
H Q w p p F B J
s X p A 0 H X Q,
M E p C H y l G
N T Q H S, J u F
T I X N E s u1 L

C R
H M s
J F C
B 0 E
M A B
Q E s
u F T E T E
N I L L A E
V X G p s L
V 0 s V F Q
C M C p s y
y u J H s H
'

C 0
C J
J I
Q M

K E T s T
F F A T Q
F F H H A
s 0 A Ra
C C w C p
X D G G C

K F D s
G B J w
Q E 0 K
0 F F A
M A E T

s

A M D z p
Q s Q D C
N 0 D B p
B S, D N D

ws

0

A R B
H L K

R
L

A
X

COFFEE

Ml:LK
SUGAR

CREAM

M

MUG

L

A H

H

.A

R V B
.K p 0 E
A. s J F
A. E D 0
B Q V N

p
A

1DELICIOUS
LA'.l"TE
MOCHA
ESPRESSO

L

u
z

E
A A T E
D u u L 0
K M V

OCT. 10 - DOT. 16
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E K
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C Q M
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H
C
0
M
E
T
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M
s A V Cy
z H T E F C D H
V M :N K I A L w
D E Q ,E u V 0 w
R K :M R p D N y
K

FRAPPE
PSL

STARBUCKS ·
CAPPUCCINO
ALLIN
COFFEESHOP
CAFFEINE
WHITEMOCHA
COFFEEBEANS

I

I

L

Word search composed by Myra Hutto, Asst.Timeout Editor; http://tQols.atozteacherstuff.com/word-search-maker/wordsearch.php
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CROSSWORD
Across
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HOROSCOPES:

12

You're perfect; you always succeed
in everything you do, and I'm sure
you got "best all around" in high
school. No need to brag though.

AQUARIUS

t3

Jan. 20 - Feb. 19

1 - Colorful computer;
5 - Mountain spinach;

14

16

11

19

,,;;PISCES

10 - Work up lather;
14 - Baptism, e,g.;
15 - Japanese dish;
16 - Cancun coin;

"

~ ..

YOU'RE GREAT EDITION

' Feb. 20 - March 20

You can be friends with practically
everyone because you're so laid
back. You're the friendly hello in the
library or the one making chirps at
the squirrels.

17 - Word that can precede hygiene,
tradition and agreement.;
18 - Understand?;

ARIES

33

19 - Black cuckoos;

You're always on point somehow
even before "on point" was a thing.

March 21 - April 20

20 - Absolute;
22 - Win by _J__;
23 - _ Canals;

37
40

24 - Limb ofa felled tree;
25 - Dangerous current;

'1e(,,

You're super cool just like the
weather I'm hoping we'll have soon.

,_TAURUS

4S

29 - Arrange in sequence;

April 21 - May 20

•

33 - Actress Sophia;
34 - Final Four org.;
~6 - _ go bragb!;
37 - Compass point opposite WSW;
38 - Wbat you put on snooze;
39 - _ be an honor;
40 - Drinks slov,ly;
42 - Jazz flutist Herbie;
43-_Mio;

You're hilarious, and you can always
make someone laugh or pee their
pants.

00
!li3

66

21- Enter;

45 - Japanese dish of raw fish;

22 - Netscape buyer;

47 - Voted into a seat;
49 -Altar vow;

Down

50 - Tdevise;
51 - Teheran native;
54 - Expression ofdiscontent;

2 - Paul Sorvino's daughter;
3-Rat__;

60 - French actor Jacques;
61 - Turkish money;
62 - General_ chicken;

5 - Newsman Charles;

24 - Good earth;
25 - Like nonoyster months;
26 - Ancient Greek colony;

1 - Camara model;

4 - Actress Holm;
6 - Sorry sort;
7 - _ spumante;

66 - Chinese dynasty;

11 - Vintner's prefix;

67 - Medicine measures;

12 - Sale condition;

68 - Weed whackers;

13 - Prepare to be shot;

48 - Passes by degrees;

27 - Gets ready;
28-Zhou__;

51 - Thing;
52 - Sitarist Shankar;
53 - _ alltime high;

29 - Chili con__;

54- Later!;

30 - Running wild;

55- Scraps;
56 - Auntie ofBroadway;
57 - Golfer Aoki;
58- Uhuh;

31 - Championship;
32 - Broke off;

8 - Fashionable;
63 -Author Hunter;
64 - Words on a Wonderland cake; 9 - Strike;
_10 - Glitter;
65 -Andy of the comics;

44 - Deal with poison ivy, in a
way;
46 - Despot Amin;

35 -Tin;
38 - Shot, briefly;

You are the definition of party
because you do it so well; no one can
get down like you.

I

You're more adorable than puppies
tripping over their ears (which is
pretty damn cute).

LEO

l

'"

July 23 - Aug. 23

\..
VIRQO
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

You"re flawless, and that's why
Bcyoncc is a Virgo.

59 - Cookbook amts.;

41 - Gleaming;
43 - Trompe I'__;

Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

You're always there for people, so
your theme song should be like the
one from "F.R.I.E.N.D.S."

SCORPIO

You're hot, and you know it.

LIBRA

61 - Conducted;

A L E

We're on
Twitte

Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

SACITl'ARIUS

C
T

CAPRICORN
ft'Dec.22-Jan.19

0
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E
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L
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Valerie Sniith I I Contributor

Horoscopes by: Myra Hutto/ Asst. 17me0ut Ed~or

Heavy

metal

music

Metallica, Alice in Chains,

Benjamin left the stage, Korn
took over with shouts from
the crowd. The band played

Red Hot Chili Peppers,
Led Zeppelin or Pantera,

for a solid hour and a half as
metal heads united in head

this is the group for you,
as these are some of Korn's

constantly

banging without a moment
of rest. An army of hands was

main influences.
As metal heads across

studying that you wanted
to scream, you'll know

raised in the rock and roll
sign while familiar songs like,

the country attended this
performance to watch the

where I'm coming from.
Fortunately for me, a Korn

"Freak on a L eash"
·
, "C ommg

Korn concert, it seemed as

Undone," "Blind" and "Good

concert is just the place to
do it.

God" were played. Korn even

if no one was disappointed
as the audience chanted in

soothes the soul. At least,
that's

how

I

feel

after

spending hours, days, weeks
and months in school. If
you've ever been so stressed
over

having to

Heavy

metal

band

played a few songs from their
twelfth and newest album,

unison for

an

encore,

in

which the band came back

Korn, recently came to play
at Charlotte's PNC Music

"The Serenity of Suffering."
It is rumored to feature the

on stage after the concert
ended to play one more song.

Pavilion Center. The concert

Slipknot singer, Corey Taylor,

As a first year grad student,

opened with several heavy
metal/scream bands: Silver

and

this was definitely a much
needed
experience
to

Snakes, Motionless in White
and
Breaking Benjamin.
Despite everyone's obsession
with them in middle school,
I'm not a huge Breaking
Benjamin fan. Yet, the band

I

you're in the room.

can win a prize!

Heavy metal band comes to
.North Carolina

I

You' re super smart because after all
no one can be as clever as you while

E

KORN SLAUGHTERS CHARLOTTE

I

isn't anyone that you haven't talked

to.

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

.,.

You're the social butterfly, and there

surprised me with their
awesome energy and ability
to make the audience jump
around. They even whipped
out a remake of Star Wars'
"Imperial March."
Not long after Breaking

I

would

recommend

giving the album a chance for
that reason alone.
Korn

is

considered

a

nu metal band that formed
in 1993 from Bakersfield,
California. Known for their
seventh and most popular
album, "See You on the Other
Side," released in 2005, the

highlight this year. I had been
stressing over projects and
papers, along with the jobs
I have to support myself. To
put it simply, being an adult
is hard. But after I woke up
the next morning with a soar
arm, a hoarse voice, a violent

band has continued to grow
in fame. As of 2012, the band
had sold around 35 million

headache and a pulled neck

album copies
If you enjoy

was happy and this concert
was well worth it.

worldwide.
bands like

muscle from head banging all
night, I felt like a teenager. I

.,
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